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Nestled between the Chesapeake Bay and the Atlantic Ocean, and stretching from Hampton
Roads to Assateague Island, Virginia's Eastern Shore is a distinctly southern place with an
exceptionally southern taste. In this inviting narrative, Bernard L. Herman welcomes readers into
the communities, stories, and flavors that season a land where the distance from tide to tide is
often less than five miles. Blending personal observation, history, memories of harvests and
feasts, and recipes, Herman tells of life along the Eastern Shore through the eyes of its growers,
watermen, oyster and clam farmers, foragers, church cooks, restaurant owners, and everyday
residents.Four centuries of encounter, imagination, and invention continue to shape the
foodways of the Eastern Shore of Virginia, melding influences from Indigenous peoples,
European migrants, enslaved and free West Africans, and more recent newcomers. Herman
reveals how local ingredients and the cooks who have prepared them for the table have
developed a distinctly American terroir--the flavors of a place experienced through its culinary
and storytelling traditions. This terroir flourishes even as it confronts challenges from climate
change, declining fish populations, and farming monoculture. Herman reveals this resilience
through the recipes and celebrations that hold meaning, not just for those who live there but for
all those folks who sit at their tables--and other tables near and far.

A fascinating, mouth-watering biography of foods and recipes unique to Virginia's eastern
shore.--Foreword ReviewsShines a spotlight on the [Eastern Shore of Virginia] rural community
and makes the case for its place.--Local PalateA magnificent book. . . . [Herman's] easily flowing,
descriptive prose takes center stage. This publication is fun, enlightening and significant and
overall it's an Eastern Shore encyclopedia — emphasizing people, places and foods. . . . Take
time to read, cook and enjoy this tasty morsel.--Virginia Gazette--This text refers to the
hardcover edition.ReviewWhile reading this book, I could literally feel, hear, smell, and even
taste the foods, conversations, and overall conviviality of Virginia's Eastern Shore. Herman
knows the places and the people of this unique region intimately and serves as a gracious host.--
Psyche A. Williams-Forson, author of Building Houses Out of Chicken Legs: Black Women,
Food, and Power--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorBernard L. Herman
is George B. Tindall Distinguished Professor of Southern Studies and Folklore at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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RebeccaContentsIntroduction: On Place and PlateA Taste for DumplingsFigs: Sweetness in a
Southern LandscapeBusted Sooks, Rank Peelers, and White-Belly Jimmies: Mudlarking Words
for CrabOn StrawberriesPanfish: Spot On!A Freezer Full of Marsh HensMr. Hayman: On Sweet
PotatoesA Nice Dish for a Bad Time: On Oyster PieClam Fritters and the Quest for PerfectionA
Taste for ToadsThe Wachapreague Fireman’s Carnival Cake WheelBarbacoa de Cordero de
Hog IslandDrum Head SoupMengue de Cangrejo de GuisanteMissing IngredientsTheodore
Peed’s Turtle PartyOn MenusThank-You NotesCrumbs: A Note on SourcesIndexCHEFS’
RECIPES FOR HOMEPan-Seared (or Smoked) Duck with Sweet Potato Dumplings and
Preserved FigsSurryano Ham–Wrapped Hog Island FigsSautéed Soft-Shell Crabs with Garlic,
Capers, and LemonPeach Chipotle JamGrilled Soy-and-Spiced “Bone In” SpotsOysters with
Wild MushroomsCoal-Roasted Sweet Potatoes with Barbecued Virginia Peanuts and
SorghumHayman Sweet Potato BiscuitsOyster PieSeafood FrittersSugar ToadsRebecca’s Corn
BreadEastern Shore of Virginia Lamb (or Mutton) BarbacoaDrum Head SoupBlue Crab
TamalesSalsa VerdeOysters VirginiaGoma-ae: Eastern Shore of Virginia Japanese-Style Benne-
Seed-Dressed GreensCast-Iron Shellfish and GritsWesterhouse Oysters A South You Never
AteVirginia’s Eastern ShoreIntroduction On Place and PlateThis is a book about the taste of
place and the styles and stories of cooking that define it. It is a book about how people talk about
their lives and their histories through the stories that flow from field, marsh, kitchen, and table.
This is a book about tradition—the human process of making sense and discovering invention
through experience, lived, remembered, imagined. This book contains recipes, recollections,
instructions, and insights about a universe of food. It taps into local histories, natural histories,



material histories, and oral histories. It is about discovery through the worlds we eat and absorb
into our bodies and memories. Most of all it is a book about the stories people tell about what
they eat and why it holds meaning—not just for them but for all those folks who sit at their table—
and at other tables in other places near and far. It is a book about how the taste of place
expresses a love of place. This book originates in a particular place, but it resonates with
foodways far beyond its borders. The place in question is the Eastern Shore of Virginia.Asked to
describe the Eastern Shore of Virginia, I begin, “It’s a place where the sun rises and sets over
water with the Chesapeake Bay to the west and the Atlantic on the east.” “It’s a place,” I continue,
“where the rest of Virginia hovers just out of sight over the horizon.” The Eastern Shore extends
south from Maryland’s Eastern Shore—and the two should never, ever be confused, but it
happens all the time. Two counties compose the Eastern Shore of Virginia: Accomack to the
north and smaller Northampton to the south. Although the Eastern Shore may be bound to the
Virginia mainland only by the thinnest ligature of steel and concrete bridges and tunnels, it
identifies with the American South. Locally, a much more important distinction is between
Seaside and Bayside and the people who associate with either side of the divide conveniently
delineated by Route 13, the primary north-south thoroughfare that bisects the peninsula.
Although the Eastern Shore of Virginia may be no more than three miles from tide to tide in its
lower reaches, the Seaside-Bayside division is reflected in everything from family histories and
foodways to the size and ferocity of greenhead flies and mosquitoes. I tend to think of the
Eastern Shore of Virginia as an island in a far-flung southern archipelago.Detail of the Eastern
Shore of Virginia with the Atlantic Ocean and Chesapeake Bay, from A. Von Haake, Post Route
Map of the States of Virginia and West Virginia Showing Post Offices with the Intermediate
Distances on Mail Routes in Operation on the 1st of December, 1903 (1903). Norman B.
Leventhal Map Collection, Boston Public Library.The soils are sandy, and the countryside is
intercut with a multitude of tidal creeks and branches. Pine, holly, hickory, white and red oak, and
bay populate the shorelines and woodlands. Although the principal crops cultivated since the
1980s reflect an iteration of monoculture based on a rotation of soybeans, field corn, winter
wheat, cotton, and forced-irrigation tomatoes, stalwart small-scale growers and home gardeners
persevere with sweet potatoes, strawberries, melons, greens, and garden tomatoes. Accomack
County has embraced the modern poultry industry with a fervor akin to idolatry. Northampton
County cleaves to righteous ways with an eye to protecting its fragile watershed and estuaries.
The farming generation before the advent of monoculture cultivated potatoes, sweet potatoes,
tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, cabbage, strawberries, and much more. Canneries processed
some of the produce; the bulk was shipped to northern cities, predominantly Philadelphia and
New York, or across the bay to Baltimore and Norfolk. Basket and crate factories supplied
packinghouses with containers for shipping fresh produce.Before the arrival of the railroad in the
1880s and its successor, truck farming, in the twentieth century, local growers produced a varied
array of crops that included corn, rye, oats, and, most important, extensive kitchen gardens. The
earliest written county records, begun in 1632 (the oldest continuous court records in the United



States), describe the cultivation of tobacco, corn, watermelons, and pumpkins along with
orchards of apple, pear, plum, cherry, and fig. Those early records also preserve a culture where
conversations and storytelling stood at the heart of everyday life. People—over thousands of
years in an overlapping succession of Indians, Europeans, Africans, and Latin Americans—have
worked and fished the vast Seaside wetlands stretching to the offshore Atlantic barrier islands
and the Bayside’s labyrinthine saltwater creeks and inlets. Those generations witnessed shifts in
agriculture from tobacco to corn and oats to fruit and vegetables to soybeans, field corn, cotton,
and winter wheat. The coming of the railroad in the Victorian era brought prosperity with high-
speed links to northern industrial markets. The Great Depression marked the beginning of a long
arc of agricultural change and population decline.The grit of sandy soils, the wide skies over
Atlantic marshes, the ebb and flow of Bayside creeks, the black slash of native pine looming
over stands of holly, hickory, oak, and bramble seem timeless, but the impression of a timeless
landscape is illusory. Place is an artifact, and it changes even as it endures. Entire towns have
disappeared within living memory and new settlements popped up elsewhere. Corn, wheat,
soybeans, and drip-irrigated tomatoes have replaced fields of cucumbers, potatoes, cabbages,
and strawberries. Infrastructure evolves with crops. Packing sheds, a commonplace in the
heyday of rail and highway produce shipping, stand as relics of a bygone countryside. Still, a
profound sense of place and an ache of belonging flavor the foodways of Virginia’s Eastern
Shore and unite ingredients, recipes, and recollections in a seamless whole discovered in the
celebration and consumption of everyday life.Through all those changes, Eastern Shore women
and men worked the vast wetlands and maintained family gardens. The foods they cooked
morphed with the availability of new ingredients and household technologies, but the prospect of
old favorites still whets local appetites. A powerful sense of place and belonging defines the
Eastern Shore of Virginia. People tell stories about and around food, and the tales they share
reveal “a South you never ate.” Place, plate, and conversation are three strands twisted into one
lifeline.Place, plate, and conversation stand at the heart of this book. When it comes to the
Eastern Shore, those three things are tightly wound and knotted. The French, always a go-to
source when talking and writing about food, offer the idea of terroir—the taste of place—as a
coming together of how we provision, how we cook, how we eat, and how we talk about it. Terroir
defines the particular attributes of place embodied in cuisine—the style of cooking associated
with place—and narrated through words, actions, and objects. Place, simply framed as a
geography and locale, fails to translate the deeper associations that terroir projects about
people and the worlds they cook and eat. In the moment of its most literal consumption, we
ingest and digest terroir, imbuing ourselves with the tastes of identity and memory—a
combination glibly encapsulated as authenticity. The body literally absorbs the substance of
terroir and translates it into narratives of place and experience. It captures a consciousness of
association and belonging. We eat, therefore we are. Terroir is experience and emotion,
embodiment and immediacy, custom and invention, destiny and storytelling. It manifests itself in
a constantly evolving style and synthesis of ingredients, recipes, preparations, and eating, from



fancy holiday meals to workaday lunches. When people speak about terroir, they speak about
themselves. It is in that spirit that the following thoughts on terroir privilege the personal
recollections of the voices of the Eastern Shore of Virginia.The underlying principles that gave
shape and substance to the foodways of Virginia’s Eastern Shore came together in the first half
of the 1600s. In that half century, people came together from around the Atlantic World.
Indigenous peoples were joined by newcomers from the British Isles and across Europe and
West Africa. They introduced one another to new worlds of ingredients, preparations, and
flavors. Europeans learned about hominy and pumpkins. Indians encountered cheese and pork.
Africans introduced puffy fritters. Subsequent generations added new cultivars: sweet potatoes
from the Caribbean, strawberries perfected in northwestern France, and figs from the Levant.
Novel ingredients like baking powder facilitated new dishes. Freezing superseded home
canning, which eclipsed salting and drying. High-speed transportation networks and scientific
agriculture opened new markets for everything from tomatoes to oysters. Canneries and all their
supporting industries prospered—and in time failed. Field labor evolved through slavery,
tenancy, daywork, and migrant crews. Indigenous populations declined through the 1700s even
as the numbers of Latino and Latina residents accelerated into the twenty-first century. The story
is not unique to the Eastern Shore but is interwoven with much larger national narratives about
people in constant motion and what they grow, cook, and eat in an unending exchange of ideas
about food in every possible dimension of everyday life.H. M. Arnold and Theodore Peed,
Bayford, Virginia.Terroir maps a point where nostalgia—longing for an imagined past—and
desire—longing for an imagined future—combine. Terroir is about culture and conversation
revealed through food—and about how the cultural resonance of food is rendered through
language. Narratives surround ingredients, preparations, and events. These are powerful
memories that, shared through anecdote and recollection, evoke the sense and sensation of
connection and excitement and enable us to consume vicariously the flavors and pleasures of
place. They also include the possibility of the unpalatable, the sour, and the bitter.Terroir not only
entails the distinct flavors of place but also evokes how place “flavors” people, speech,
foodways, and the multitude of objects that constitute the local. Terroir is as much about where
and how stories are told as it is about the stories themselves. The recollections shared by
Andrew Bunce leaning over the counter of Sand Dollar Seafood and talking over the clamor of
cooks as they rustled up clam fritters in the kitchen, by H. M. Arnold sitting in the late afternoon
shade cast by the old Bayford oyster house reprising great hunts in the Seaside marshes, by
Violet Trower recollecting meals for hard times while stirring a pot of fig preserves bubbling on
the stove in Ellen Rue’s kitchen, and by Tim and Dorothy Bailey assembling drum sandwiches
for the Juneteenth celebration at the county airfield near Weirwood all recount and embody the
nuances of terroir.When it comes to local perspectives on terroir, what matters most in the telling
is that food always brings people together. Terroir, continually enacted and voiced through food,
binds people through kinship, community, work, pleasure, and faith—and separates them, too.
Thus, an awareness of terroir focuses on the act of tasting—tasting and experiencing food from



cultivation to consummation.The idea of cuisine goes hand in hand with terroir. At its most basic,
cuisine is defined as a style of cooking closely associated with a place and its people. Cuisine,
the French word for kitchen, carries the implication that the style of a place is created in the
creative space of cooking, bracketed on one side by the use of local ingredients and on the
other by how people imagine, make, and consume their meals. As an idea, cuisine unifies
sourcing, preparing, and eating. Each of those actions draws on myriad skills developed over
generations and in a constant state of reinvention, accident, and discovery. The clams in Eastern
Shore of Virginia clam fritters invoke visions of terroir; the thousands of clam fritters, no two
batches ever exactly the same, skillet-fried by Kenny Marshall over a lifetime, reveal a mastery of
cuisine. Tradition doesn’t stand still. If terroir is the taste of place, then cuisine is the taste of
culinary knowledge.Listening to conversations, Bayford oyster house, Bayford, Virginia.Coming
into Bayford, Bayford, Virginia.Marilyn Sharp shucking butter beans, Exmore, Virginia.Several
qualities convey the importance of everyday life and commonplace things—food perhaps most
strikingly. Intimacy, surely. Qualities of familiarity and affection, perhaps. Most of all, though,
these things—and food in particular—offer an open-ended invitation for storytelling. Food
recollections inspire conversation, and this is the point of terroir: the flavor, conversation, and
poetry of place. Terroir and cuisine suggest that we can know, epitomize, and experience the
essence of the local through the filters of spoken words and sometimes tangible souvenirs
ranging from unsnapped wishbones to next year’s sweet potato “seed.” Terroir and cuisine, then,
are not only about the flavors of place but also about how we choose to locate, consume, and
remember the essence of place through food and story.Folks on the Eastern Shore of Virginia
rhapsodize over Theodore Peed’s turtle party, dispute the merits of clam fritters, extoll the rise
and fall of the strawberry. They narrate the near-forgotten taste of oyster pies and talk of meals
driven by the necessity of getting by and yet remembered with grace and affection. They savor
yeast rolls and the reputations of local bakers. They remember gunning for marsh hens and
fishing for spot and drum and fatbacks. They celebrate figs and sweetness in a southern
landscape, proclaim the virtues of Hog Island mutton barbacoa and tamales, recollect fish stews
cooked on parlor stoves, offer loving recitations of duck or chicken and dumplings, recite
genealogies around sweet potato varieties descended through families since Reconstruction,
connect food to spiritual praise and ministry, and more. They position stories about and around
food in ways that evoke laughter and togetherness, instilling lessons about history, the natural
world, and the very essence of knowing community.Kenny Marshall, descended from a long line
of Hog Islanders, sits in his Willis Wharf decoy carving shed and smiles as he links summertime
crab feasts to community and conversation: “We had crabs steamed every Saturday night. That
was a big thing. We knew a lot of neighbors that would come around. A big old pot of crabs with
everybody sitting around picking the crabs and talking, gossiping. Just a social thing, but that
was almost every Saturday.” Terroir extends to the literal consumption of place and how, when
we consume place, we become an embodiment of that locale. On the Eastern Shore of Virginia,
food stories chart the contours of belonging and difference—and they began to take shape long,



long ago.Reading through The Countryside Transformed, a massive digital archive created by
Brooks Miles Barnes and his colleagues, I come across a tongue-in-cheek news item printed in
1895 in the Peninsula Enterprise, published out of Accomac, the county
seat.WACHAPREAGUE.Those of our towns-people who had proposed to breakfast last Monday
morning, on hot oyster-stew, were suddenly and unexpectedly called upon to change their bill of
fare. At an early hour an unusual commotion was discovered in the lower part of the town,
centering mainly about the shucking establishments at the foot of Main street. A few moments
[later] it was realized that a band of strikers had charge of that part of the town, and the wheels
of our busy marts were brought to a stand still. The tie-up speedily extended through all the
ramifications of the oyster industry. Boats at the wharf lay with battened hatches, others in the
stream were afraid to haul in, those about to go out postponed sailing. A few dissenting shuckers
who attempted to mount their stalls were seized by the strikers and hustled out under escort.
Oyster measures, buckets and wheel-barrows were overturned and placed under strong guard.
Indeed so silently and effectively was the blow struck that almost before our citizens were aware
of it, they stood confronting one of those awful upheavals of discontented labor, already known
to the experience of some of our sister cities. As time wore on, numerous reports gained in
credence in the streets; some asserting that telegrams had been sent to Norfolk for scab
shuckers, and that a bloody fight would be the result; others contending that a sheriff and posse
should be summoned at once; a few suggesting an appeal to the Governor to call out Col. Jones
and the 1st Virginia Regiment. Meantime a committee from the strikers marched up the street in
a body, demanding an interview with the proprietor, and the citizens held their breath with
suspense, trying to recall all they had read about the past Chicago and Brooklyn strikes, and
fearful of what the end might be. Cigars were offered the committee which they peremptorily
refused to smoke, and the situation looked ominous. But negotiations finally began, the strikers
fixed their ultimatum at two cents advance per gallon. After parley these terms were finally
accepted by the proprietor and the strike was declared off—much to the relief of our business
stagnation. But the end came too late for the oyster stew.The anonymous Seaside
correspondent who submitted this report to the editors setting type just a few miles to the
northwest limns perfectly the ways in which local anxieties around labor are made visible at the
table. The labor dispute is resolved more or less to everyone’s satisfaction, but oyster stew
breakfasts are disheartenedly disrupted. The upending of custom and convention at the table is
the deeper measure of the significance of the oyster shuckers’ job action. If the writer and the
editor, however, had truly wished to instigate violence in their readers, they would have
published a recipe and labeled it “the best.” Labor disputes could be reconciled for pennies;
oyster stew preferences were intractable points of contention.The local practice of establishing
truthfulness through detail reaches back to the early 1600s, figuring prominently in the
depositions of witnesses in local court actions ranging from adultery to death by misadventure.
“Experience which is passed on from mouth to mouth,” wrote the German expatriate Walter
Benjamin in 1936, “is the source from which all storytellers have drawn.” Benjamin continues,



elaborating on characteristics that stories of all sorts hold in common: they contain “openly or
covertly, something useful. The usefulness may, in one case, consist in a moral; in another, in
some practical advice; in a third, in a proverb or maxim.” I would add entertainment, novelty,
emotion, and feeling. Benjamin terms these useful outcomes “counsel,” noting that “counsel is
less an answer to a question than a proposal concerning the continuation of a story which is just
unfolding.” Terroir and cuisine offer counsel. That certainly holds true for the 1895 newspaper
report on the shuckers’ strike and the loss of oyster stew for breakfast as well as for the greater
Eastern Shore of Virginia in the present day, where cooking and telling are living practices
refined and revised in a constant flux of convention and invention.The chapters that follow flow
from a combination of ingredients, recipes, remembrances, and natural histories. There is an
order in the sequence of foods and stories. I begin with the dishes that enjoy a wider geographic
circulation but possess an Eastern Shore of Virginia twist. Dumplings, figs, crabs, panfish, and
marsh hens populate those conversations. More distinctively local ingredients and preparations
follow: Hayman sweet potatoes, oyster pies, clam fritters, and swelling toads. Although a
measure of terroir and cuisine may be taken on the plate, its true heart is discovered in the
culinary lives of people and the events that bind them: the Wachapreague Volunteer Fireman’s
Carnival cake wheel, drum head soup, “Cook” Ross’s yeast rolls, mutton barbacoa and oyster
crab mengue, and the autumn parties thrown by H. M. and Mary Lou Arnold and Theodore and
Kathy Peed.I think of the foodways that map the terroir and cuisine of the Eastern Shore of
Virginia as an undiscovered culinary country. Encountered at home or festival, signature dishes,
for instance clam fritters or baked Hayman sweet potatoes, are deceptively straightforward and
plain. Like the Carolina Lowcountry fifty years ago and the bayou country of Louisiana before
that, Eastern Shore dishes are notably plain—and filled with possibilities for experimentation
and invention. It is a cuisine that invites the future even as it reveres its past. With that in mind, I
reached out to friends valorized for their creativity in the kitchen and at the table, asking them if
they would each imagine recipes that place the culinary distinction of the place within reach of
cooks near and far. The chapters are interspersed with recipes for the home cook. Consider
them blessings gratefully recited at table.Some readers will look for certain “iconic” foodways, for
example, blue crabs. It would seem that there’s just not much to say after William W. Warner’s
extraordinary Beautiful Swimmers of 1976. But watching watermen unload bushels of crabs from
workboats at the Bayford wharf, I discover a lexicon for crabs that demands translation. As for
oysters, I have a shelfful of books filled with natural and culinary histories of the oyster. But
oyster pie, that’s a different story, and it is here. This book is not intended as an encyclopedia on
Eastern Shore of Virginia foodways. It offers, instead, a series of meditations on provisions and
preparations that convey the distinctive terroir and cuisine of a place and the people who make it
their own every time they step into a boat in quest of drum fish, tread in a field to set sweet
potato slips, hunker down to a clam fritter dinner, or share a story over a Sunday breakfast of salt
fish and pancakes.The rapture of Eastern Shore of Virginia terroir and cuisine resides in the
recollections and stories that frame those favored recipes and legendary meals. As things go,



one story leads to the next. What emerges might take the form of a single anecdote—or, one
telling leading to the next, yielding a cycle of stories. The sequence of linked tales depends on
the situation of each telling and may involve several storytellers each contributing to a larger
narrative. Food stories on the Eastern Shore tap a wellspring of individual and shared
experiences. They are not always about growing, harvesting, hunting, fishing, cooking, and
eating, but those actions are almost always present. They lend believability to narrative—even
through wild exaggeration. As H. M. Arnold put it one sweat-soaked summer afternoon down at
the Bayford oyster house, “You can’t make it up.” His friend Theodore Peed nodded in
agreement, “Yes sir, especially if everybody tells the truth. Lot of people tell a damn lie. I tell the
truth, boy.” And, that is, in fact, the truth of it.A Taste for DumplingsRon Crumb, the former
proprietor of Paul’s Restaurant in the old railroad town of Cheriton, lists a veritable ark of wildfowl
his family consumed with dumplings. Remembering how his mother cooked wildfowl, he begins
with affection, “The main way they cooked ducks was in a big roasting pan—a big pan with a
cover on it. She would put like an inch of water and maybe an onion or two in the bottom and that
would flavor it. And, you see, it was six of us when we were growing up, it would be six ducks
and everybody got a duck. My sister Kate was the baby, and she usually got the butterball or the
teal or, you know, the smallest one. The trick of it was eating it without breaking a molar or hitting
a shot that was in the duck.” He grins, “Right at the end,” he turns back to his mother’s technique,
“she would do the dumplings into the onions and everything. And a big pile of mashed potatoes.
Greens of some sort. Anywhere from cabbage to kale to collards. Collard was probably the most
predominant one. Sometimes you’d just get a big old plate with mashed potatoes and right next
to it was a big old plate of dumplings, and greens. … Yeah, that was the last thing made, was
usually the dumplings. The greens and everything else was all there.”Taste is one of those words
that covers a lot of territory—and partitions it, too. We think of taste in its physical sense as flavor
—the play of sweet, salt, bitter, sour, and savory unique to every ingredient and every dish. Taste
in this sense is about bodily sensations. Taste also entails social knowledge. A connoisseur uses
specific knowledge about food, wine, art, literature, and just about everything else to render acts
of judgment. Taste in this iteration is about discernment and sensibility, and it is very much about
creating and policing the borders of community and distinction. Taste, then, is on our tongues
and in our minds and in how we comport our lives in the company of others. Terroir and cuisine
make taste visible. Taste is a function of habit: it is learned and cultivated as something that is
known through the body and measured in the mind. We could think of taste as the acts of
knowing that lie at the crossroads of consumption and conversation, a posturing about what we
eat and why we like it for high intellectual purpose. Or we could pine for a plate of black duck and
dumplings—and the grand universe of dumpling types and preferences found on the Eastern
Shore of Virginia.Buck Doughty at Riggins’s clam house, Red Bank, Virginia.You have to start
with basics. What is a dumpling? Food historians have expended extraordinary effort in sorting
out this problem. In short, the Oxford Companion to Food defines the dumpling as “a term of
uncertain origin which first appeared in print at the beginning of the seventeenth century,



although the object it denotes—a small and usually globular mass of boiled or steamed dough—
no doubt existed long before that. A dumpling is a food with few, indeed no, social pretentions,
and of such simplicity that it may plausibly be supposed to have evolved independently in the
peasant cuisines of various parts of Europe and probably in other parts of the world too. Such
cuisines feature soups and stews, in which vegetables may be enhanced by a little meat.
Dumplings, added to the soup or stew, are still, as they were centuries ago, a simple and
economical way of extending such dishes.” The Larousse Gastronomique adds: “A ball of dough,
originally savoury and served as an accompaniment to meat or as a dessert … made by
shaping small portions from a batch of bread dough before specific mixtures were developed
using flour, cereals, pulses, stale bread, potatoes or cheese, sometimes with a raising agent
added or enriched with fat in the form of suet, were developed.”Eastern Shore cooks distinguish
two broad dumpling categories: “slick” and “puff.” Ron Crumb explains, “There were a couple of
ways they do dumplings around here. One of them is a skinny slick dumpling. And that’s the
main one that the family does.” Other cooks, he explains, “using Bisquick or something, get a
fatter dumpling.” “They would just make the dough,” he summarizes, “and roll it out kind of thin
and slice it up and put it in for so many minutes. … And just kind of turn it so they didn’t stick
together.” Emory Ross of Onancock preserved family recipes for both, slick and puff, in her
typed personal cookbook from the early 1960s:DUMPLINGS—ROLL OUT1 Cup Flour¼
Teaspoon salt½ Teaspoon baking powder½ tablespoon shorteningEnough liquid to just mix
wellRoll out and drop in liquid and cook about 15 minutesDUMPLINGS—DROP1 Cup Flour1½
teaspoons baking powder¼ teaspoon salt½ Cup MilkDrop in broth and cook about 15
minutesThe generality of her instructions “enough liquid to just mix well” speaks to dumplings as
a culinary commonplace so familiar that cooks presumed their readers’ ability to fill in the
blanks.Phyllis and Hooksie Walker of Bayford associate puff dumplings with Maryland foodways.
Hooksie begins: “We used to call them Maryland dumplings. My mother was from here, but
father’s family all came from Maryland. My mother, when she made them, called them Maryland
dumplings. My grandmother used to make them, and she, of course, was from Maryland. That
was the only kind she made.” Phyllis adds, “I like them, too. They’re delicious. … A lot of people
do puff dumplings around here. But my mother always made slick dumplings, we called them,
and they’re thin and you made them from scratch and you rolled them out. Real thin. And then
you cut them and then you cooked them in the juice where you baked your chicken. And you
added water to it and you dropped your dumplings in there and you’d cook them for fifteen
minutes I guess, they’d boil. … I used to make the dumplings. He’d roll them out. Then I’d cut
them.”In Bessie E. Gunter’s 1889 Housekeeper’s Companion, the first Eastern Shore of Virginia
cookbook, one correspondent provided a recipe for dumplings that could be applied to both
slippery and puff variations.PLAIN SUET DUMPLINGS.One pound of flour, two teaspoonfuls of
yeast powder, one pound of fine suet well rubbed together. Wet with milk, make into balls or
cakes or roll out on the cake-board, cut in cakes half-inch thick. Drop in boiling water and boil
twenty minutes. Eat with sauce.—Mrs. V. C. P.Still, as H. M. Arnold notes, the preference was for



slippery or slick dumplings: “We used to have dumplings, but we used slick dumplings. Flat
ones. I like them better anyway than the round ones. … I like slick dumplings better than I do the
drop dumplings. They slide down good with that old black duck.” I should confess at the outset
that I’ve never savored the delight of black duck and dumplings—but I’m hopeful.Taste and
memory are cultivated things. Storytelling unites them. Consider Buck Doughty’s “epic”
recollection of his mother’s black duck and dumplings. The black ducks, residing somewhere
near the heart of this layered tale, are among the most favored wildfowl that migrate through the
vast Atlantic marshes between the mainland and the barrier islands. Sport hunters pay serious
money for equipment and guides that provide the questionable pleasure of crouching in blinds,
shivering over salt water, waiting for dawn and an errant bird. I guess it puts the freeze in frisson.
In a bygone age, hunters provisioning their family’s tables tended to be a bit more direct and
businesslike in the quest for an entrée, trapping, baiting, and night shooting. Jean Doughty
shared her directions for what remains a favored dish:Buck Doughty and Jennifer Doughty, Red
Bank, Virginia.BLACK DUCK AND DUMPLINSCook your black ducks first make sure you stuff
his butt with onion and salt then cut some up in the water. Then after they’re done you put the
dumplins in. While the duck or goose is cooking you make the dumplins with flour and water a
little salt and mix together then roll dough out and cut the dumplins out and throw them in the
water with the ducks don’t forget to salt and sprinkle old bay seasoning in it.Except for the Old
Bay, a recent addition to local spice racks, Jean Doughty’s recipe is as timeless as the coming
together of wheat flour and local wildfowl in the 1600s. But this recipe is not just about how to
make a Sunday supper, at once special and basic. It is about a series of seemingly unconnected
conversations coming together in a multilayered story about family, misadventure, and memory.
The challenge is where to begin. There is no established sequence for this story. Rather it starts,
develops, and concludes according to the occasion on which it is told. Jean Doughty gifted her
handwritten recipe in the wake of a conversation that her son Buck and I shared that emerged
from an unlikely set of coincidences that stretch back over a lifetime. Our story goes like this.Not
so long ago, on the advent of the winter holidays, I came into possession of what was presented
to me as a pair of “barely legal” black ducks. I interpreted this lovely gesture as someone having
overshot their limit and, motivated by necessity and generosity, passed them along to me, a
neighbor known to cook and eat just about everything. I accepted the black ducks late on a
bitterly frozen afternoon, carried them home, and undertook the task of cleaning them in the
woodshed near the barn. It doesn’t take long for fingers to burn with cold and knuckles to go red
and stiff from pulling the chilled innards out of a duck and plucking through layers of feathers and
down. Fortunately, I was already late for a holiday party down the lane. Plausible excuse to
abandon the task at hand was all I needed. The ducks weren’t going anywhere, and it was as
chilled as a walk-in refrigerator in the woodshed. My thoughts turned with relief to the prospect of
festive lights and overheated conviviality.The celebration was in full swing when my wife,
Rebecca, and I walked in the door carrying our contributions of smoked bluefish and whole fig
preserves, two of my favorite summertime tastes best resurrected in the cold months of the year.



Hélène Doughty occupied a seat at the end of the kitchen island and we fell into conversation.
Her father, a retired Parisian fish chef, was coming to visit and, she lamented, they had had no
luck in procuring any ducks or geese for his culinary pleasure. “How fortuitous,” I thought, looking
at my fingers still bright and raw from addressing the transition of those black ducks from
wildfowl to ingredient. “Hélène,” I smiled aglow with thoughts of my own largesse in passing
along these increasingly orphaned ducks, “I happen to have two partially dressed black ducks in
the woodshed and would be very happy to contribute them to you for your father’s holiday!”
“Lovely,” she exclaimed, “I’ll send Buck when he gets here.” I had known Buck, Hélène’s
husband, since he was about nine years old and running around the house while I interviewed
his late father, Kellam Doughty, a deputy sheriff and Hog Island descendant. Kellam passed
away shortly after our last conversations. Buck and I hadn’t connected then, but recent events
had aligned to bring us together.A couple of summers earlier, Rebecca and I had to have some
tree work done so that a mammoth water elm wouldn’t topple onto the house during one of the
storms that rumbles by on a regular basis. After consultation with folks who keep up with these
matters, we found John Marshall, who arrived one stifling morning with his bucket truck and
bucket man on just about the hottest, most humid August day imaginable. At ten o’clock in the
morning the temperature was already closing in on ninety degrees and the cicadas were
screaming their mad, screeching songs of lust with deafening abandon. It was that kind of hot.
The bucket man whizzed around overhead while John, a huge man with a voice like a bull fiddle,
and I surveyed the proceedings. John noticed that the bucket man was running low on chainsaw
fuel, took his leave, and headed off to town to buy a gallon of gas. I went inside the house for
coffee to the accompaniment of the thud of heavy limbs falling onto soft earth. The bucket man
continued his flight through the canopy, threading branches, dropping dead boughs. Shirtless,
he ran rivers of sweat.John returned an hour later, clambering out of his pickup truck carrying a
gallon milk jug in a hand the size of a prize-winning ham. The bucket man swooped down,
reached over, snatched the jug, unscrewed the cap, and guzzled several big gulping swallows.
And then realized that what looked like iced tea was chainsaw fuel with the gas and oil
combined. The result was spectacular—in an unfortunate way. The bucket man ran for the
undergrowth along the creek bank. John and I stood together in amazement, listening to the
retching in the bushes and vines. This went on for what seemed a long time. Every now and then
the bucket man would stagger forth, look around, grab his gut, and careen back into the brush.
There was plenty of time for chat.John and I spoke of folks we knew and the bygone
communities of the barrier islands that lie off Virginia’s Atlantic Coast. Remembrance of Kellam
Doughty came up and with it the news that his son Buck still lived in the community along the
Seaside Road above Eastville, the county seat. Buck, John offered, would very much like to
have copies of the tapes that preserved his father’s recollections, in part for their content related
to family history, but just as much for the sound of a voice he thought he would never hear again.
I said, “Consider it done.” Just then the bucket man came out of the scrub, fished a cigarette
from a sweat-stained pack, and began to flick his lighter. We could smell the gas on his breath



twenty feet away. John turned to me, wincing, “Sure hope he don’t explode. A good bucket man
is hard to find.”So that’s how we came to be sitting at our dining room table with Buck Doughty,
who had been dispatched by Hélène to secure the two partially cleaned black ducks in the
woodshed. We talked about Kellam and Buck’s mother, Jean, and then I asked him, given my
interests in Eastern Shore of Virginia recipes and ingredients, how he would cook the ducks
awaiting his French father-in-law’s impending arrival. Buck spoke without hesitation or
equivocation, linking cooking instructions to genealogy to connoisseurship.“Black duck and
dumplings,” he began. “Oh, Pop-Pop [Buck’s grandfather Albert Coe Wallace] used to get them
all the time over in Wachapreague.” And then he launched into a recitation that placed the dish
on the table: “Mom-Mom [Buck’s grandmother Jeannette Sue Groton Wallace], she pretty much
cooked them for him every time that he would get them. Everybody would bring them over. He
ate everything that wouldn’t eat him.”Buck digressed, outlining how his grandmother taught her
daughters to cook, assigning each her own signature culinary domain: “She taught all the girls to
cook everything the same way, so Mom became the fryer and everything else. She was the one
who could do the wild game. Aunt Darlene seemed like she was really with just the meals, the
turkey and everything else. Aunt Barbara became the baker. She could do all the desserts and
cakes. She was all about the breads.” Buck held the opinion, though, that it was his mother,
Jean, who “was really the kingpin behind it all.” He veered in the course of his story to locating
cooking in the character of his seaside lineage: “Jeannette Groton [Buck’s mother] was really
earthy. She learned everything through Pop-Pop’s side of the family. The Wallaces, they were
just traditional Seaside people.”Buck tacked back to the preparation of black duck and
dumplings: “The way he [Pop-Pop] liked black duck and dumplings, I asked her how to make it.
She said, ‘You boil your duck. …’” At this juncture, Buck makes the recipe his own: “I think you
boil it for the first shot, and then you change the water and you salt it up real heavy. And you go
ahead and boil it a second time down. Cook them up until it starts coming off the bone and
everything. Then you start making your dumplings. You just roll them out really, really thin. Just
keep rolling the dough. Cut out your squares. You take what’s leftover, keep rolling it out flat and
just—as thin as you can get them.”Buck praises the extraordinary fineness of his mother’s
dumplings, marveling at her hand strength and technique. Given Buck’s impressive physical
stature and the obvious power of his hands developed through a lifetime as a welder and
metalworker, his testimonial to her abilities carries real weight: “Mom could always cut them out
really thin, I don’t know how because I’ve tried pressing it out, and it really hurts my hand to get it
that thin. I don’t know how she would get the dough to a consistency where she could get them
that thin. They were really tight, and they would stick your teeth together. She knew … they were
just right when you didn’t have a doughy effect inside of them. It wasn’t like cake and thick. But
they would stick your teeth together. They didn’t go to pieces in the water. That’s the consistency
you’re after. You want them nice and dry when you’re rolling them out, not too thick. So it’s the
sweet spot that you got to hit. And she showed me a little bit about how to get the flour just right.
That’s probably the key.”I am mesmerized by the passion underpinning Buck’s story. He loops on



around to the black ducks: “Cooking duck—I think she puts a lot of onion in with it when she’s
boiling them down. When she gets the water to the right spot when it’s got a lot of the duck
coming off and floating in it, and you see the little flecks of meat and stuff, that’s when she’ll
throw in the dumplings. When the duck is done, you stick a fork in there, and you know, the meat
comes off the bone and everything is kind of falling apart. That’s when you go in with your
dumplings. If you go with them too early, you’ll cook them too much. So, you go ahead and get
about a good fifteen-minute, twenty-minute boil on the dumplings, they’re about ready. The gravy
gets really dark from the meat itself,” he explains. “It’s like a dark consistency. Not like turkey
gravy or anything, that’s kind of brown. Black duck will get kind of brown, maroon brown. Almost
like a blooded brown. And it’s really a different flavor. Black duck and dumplings, it’s always been
my staple favorite. I love it!”Buck, always forward thinking, happily anticipates leftovers.
“Reheated, they’re even better. They’ll sit there cold, the flavor goes through them, then you heat
them back up and then they’re good. But you reheat them too many times, they start going to
pieces. When your duck gets cold and after you get the dumplings all ate up, whatever. We
always just made mayonnaise black duck sandwiches. You just take it, cut it where it’s so dry.
Even when you boil it, it’s pretty dry. We’ll just slice it up and make a black duck sandwich with a
little bit of mayonnaise. Moistened it up a bit.”Buck gets back to the details of black duck and
dumplings, “Peppered it up real heavy. You got to pepper the hell out of it. You got to pepper a
black duck. Black duck is just strong. It’s got its own duck flavor. It’s really not like a Muscovy
duck or anything like that, it’s really a dry, dry gamy taste, but it’s a good taste. I love black duck.
Mallard, all of it. It kind of tastes the same, but black duck is really dry. Dries your mouth up. It’s
almost like a Guinness versus a Beck’s, you know. It’s really the ultimate dry duck.”“Damned by
faint praise,” I think to myself. Buck is almost drooling. There’s a hungry, faraway look in his eyes
and he laughs his big laugh, “You just go for it!” We are all laughing!Then Buck’s telling veers in
an unexpected direction, and he launches into a story that on the face of it has virtually nothing
to do with black duck and dumplings. In retrospect, though, I realize that Buck has made a
strategic narrative leap that serves up black duck and dumplings as a centerpiece of a story
larded with reminiscences, adventures, laughter, and wistfulness. “Black duck is just really dry
and really strong,” he begins. “It’s just kind of gristly and no fat in it at all. It’s really, really dry.” His
father, Kellam, he elaborates, “loved black duck. Loved it to death.” “But, truth be known,” Buck
adds, “he actually liked goose more than anything that I remember.”Kellam apparently relished
goose enough to risk uncertain futures, taking actions resulting in unintended consequences.
Buck sets the scene as we listen: “Mom was out on the horse with Jeanne [Buck’s stepsister] on
Cimarron [Jeanne’s horse] where we lived in Eastville. And, she [Buck’s mother, Jean] told me, I
remember it when I was younger, but she told me what happened. I was wondering why she
broke her back.” Where is this going, I wonder? “She went out there,” Buck forges ahead, “and
got on this horse this one time. Jeanne finally talked her into getting up on it. Dad heard geese
flying over. He went over there with his pistol, or I think it was his pistol. She said it was his pistol.
He went there and nailed a couple of them while they were flying over.” I can see Kellam



stepping out of the house, ready for work in his deputy’s uniform, hearing the oncoming geese
as they skim over the fields, unholstering his service revolver with the aim, as they say around
here, of hailing himself down a few.Buck plows ahead, “Well, the horse bucked her off the back,
and she ended up going and getting her back fused. She was all tore up! She had to go to
Salisbury, Maryland, to stay at the hospital, and they fused her back. In the meantime, he
[Kellam] was babysitting us. Well, I was helping him on the farm. I wasn’t too much in the way, but
Jennifer [Buck’s younger sister and still a toddler at the time] was crying a lot, crying and crying
and crying. So he went and get her to Sweet’s, who lived across the street.” Sweet and Dink
Moore were an older childless couple residing near the Doughty household. As Buck presented
their situation, Sweet and Dink longed for a baby of their own but had resigned themselves to a
life without children. Then a miracle happens; Kellam “rode up there on the tractor one day and
said, ‘Here. Take her. I can’t take it no more.’” Sweet and Dink Moore take possession of the baby
Jennifer, believing that Kellam has gifted her to them! I’m wondering how this fits in with black
duck and dumplings.Buck continues, “Mom comes home and wonders where Jennifer was at.
And he [Kellam] says, ‘Uh, … I kind of took her over to Sweet’s, let her take care of her for a
while.’ Mom went over to get her.” Sweet, it appears held a very different view of the situation,
“She says, ‘That’s my baby! You can’t have her back! Kellam gave her to me!’ My god, it was a
mess!” We are all laughing harder. “So, he technically gave my sister away when we were little.
Sweet, she’d raised her for two weeks, like her own little kid.”I can no longer think of a plate of
black duck and dumplings without recalling the baby Jennifer’s odyssey between households. I
realize that, although the full recipe for the dish may start with the barely legal black ducks in my
woodshed and the prospect of homemade dumplings, an abundance of narrative seasonings
stocks the cupboard of Buck’s memory.Listening to Buck recount his tales of black duck and
dumplings, I am aware of other stories that connect each to the other in a series of culinary
episodes that invariably speak to terroir, not as the taste of place, but rather as how memory
lingers on the palate. I am mindful of a late summer day thirty years earlier, thunderstorms
moaning and clattering their way across the Chesapeake Bay, traversing the Eastern Shore,
blasting a path across the Atlantic marshes before crashing over the islands and out to sea. I
was with my friends Jack Robbins, who would become county sheriff, and Buck’s father, Kellam,
in the oystering village of Willis Wharf. Concerned with the progress of my schoolwork, they
agreed that there was someone I had to meet and we went in quest of Earl Doughty, long retired
from the lifesaving service on Hog Island and known for his musical prowess in playing the
spoons and telling a good story. We found Earl driving his truck through a driving rain squall in
Willis Wharf, pulled him over, and retreated to a nearby oyster house. As the rain rattled the
metal roof, Earl regaled us with stories of Hog Island—including one that evoked, in a
roundabout way, the power of dumplings.See, in that ’36 storm, it was Mr. Revell and Mr. Tom
Phillips watched Ballard’s oyster ground. Had a watch house down there by High Shoal Lump.
Well, they had planted clams down there, and of course, they watched them both. Well, this
storm come along and taken the shanty off and they both got drownded. So Captain Harry



Bowen found Mr. Revell at the south end of Orville Shoal, and he was up there. Had some oyster
ground around in there. So he stuck his pole down, what he usually used to stick his oyster scow
down along a rock. He stuck his pole down, take a short piece of line, tied it around his leg, and
tied [it to] this pole and come on down to the Coast Guard station.Well, the picket boat, I was in
her—I was off here [at Willis Wharf] to the mainland. Randolph, Clark Thornes, and myself. So,
we didn’t know nothing about it, you know. So we was going on out the creek, got down there by
Baron’s Slip, and the wind was southeast. So, run across that vane of wind that done blowed by
that lifeboat that was carrying him in in the scow. I’d just been back after going in the pilot house.
Well, they had the pilot house windows up. I said, “Did you two smell what I just smelled?”
Randolph says, “Yeah, goddamned right. I never smelled nothing like that before in my
life!”Emphasizing the moment, Earl Doughty inhales sharply,That one sniff was all you got
because we was going this way and the wind was blowing that away. So, when we got down
below beyond the woods so we could look out on Hog Island Bay, we seen the lifeboat coming
with the scow in tow. Well, we met them between the Crab Hook and the Elbow Light.We figured
they’d found some drownded man, but we still didn’t know what the story was. They went in that
lifeboat back to that station in case they had to go to sea, because she was the only sea boat
that we had. We take the line and come on in here to Ballard’s Dock. Of course, there was
enough of them who knew Mr. Revell to know that was him. Evidently the Coast Guard had done
called Ballard from the station that they were sending this body in. They’d done called Mr. Fred
Mapp, who was the undertaker, to come down and get him. So, the tide was down, so they had
to put him in a tarpaulin. You know, they runned it under him and two or three men got hold of
each end and just brought him in, water and all, and then they covered him up. Well, tide was
down and getting him out, there was two or three men at each end, because he was a right good-
sized man and still soaked with that water.I was standing there and Randolph, all of us helping to
get him out. I don’t know whether if it was his head was up higher than his feet or vice versa.
There was something or other inside him that said, “Shiioosh.”Earl makes a wet, blowing sound.
“God Almighty knows!” Earl mutters and shudders with the recollection of gas escaping the
body, “Well, Randolph he let go of everything and started puking! He puked everything he had in
him and then he begin to puke blood! So, we got him straightened away, so going back to the
station, he said, ‘Goddamn it, don’t say nothing about that old man when we get down there.’ He
says, ‘I spewed up everything but my asshole.’” Earl, remembering the conversation, chuckles.
“When we got down there, Bill Marshall, he was the cook, had a chicken pot pie and the skin on
that chicken looked exactly like Mr. Revell where he’d been in that water.”I can see where this is
going. Earl presses on. “Arthur Morris, he reaches over—had it in this old big roaster, enough to
feed twelve or fifteen head. So he got his tablespoon, got some potatoes, dumplings, and gravy.
And he taken his fork and reached and got the short joint, and about the time he got ready to put
it on his plate, the skin dropped off—the meat dropped off! Randolph says, ‘Son of a bitch!’ He
pushes that plate aside, went down to Stanley’s Store. He bought two cartons of almond
Hershey bars! That’s what he eat for thirty days.”Imagining Randolph Higby’s gut-wrenching



encounter with chicken and dumplings, Buck’s father “hailing” geese with his service revolver,
and the circumstances of my coming into possession of two barely legal black ducks reminded
me of other stories. I recollected Claudia Ballard’s narrative of her father’s illicit black duck haul
one Christmas perhaps fifty years earlier. Sitting at her kitchen table one evening, she offers: “My
father, growing up, I’ve heard quite a few tales. I can tell you one tale if you’d like to hear it. It
involves black ducks, I don’t know if you want to hear it.” I’m energetically nodding, “Yes, I would!”
She begins, “We had a lot of duck, too, and my father was a big hunter. Not too much venison,
but we had duck and goose a lot. Down at Cherrystone was a salt-recovery pond. This was
before it was turned into a campground. Indian salt-recovery pond. It’s still there now. But he, and
I’m not sure who the other individual was who was in this, set out a duck trap.”“When they went
to check it,” Claudia resumes, “they had no idea that it would be as loaded down with black duck
as it was. So loaded down that I remember being four or five years old, and I remember hearing
all this commotion in the kitchen. I went out into the kitchen and I’m looking. My mother is
standing there looking at my father, going, ‘You are going to end up at the federal pen in Georgia!
I just hope you know this.’ When I looked over, there was a washtub, a galvanized washtub. The
big one! With a mound of cleaned, not feathered, cleaned duck.” She pauses for emphasis, “Just
like this, right before Christmas, and Dad said, ‘Bess, stop worrying about it. I’ll get them out of
here.’ And indeed he did. Two cleaned black duck fit very nicely in gallon oyster cans—and the
majority of those ducks were shipped to his customers up north. The game wardens love for me
to tell that, because nobody believed it. That kind of thing went on. He never trapped another
duck after that. A lot of what was oysters supposedly went out of here containing ducks, so they
had a good Christmas up north.”Buck has finished his story and drives off into the blackness of a
moonless winter night with the black ducks destined for Hélène’s father. I am relieved to see
those ducks gone to a better home.A month later, just before Christmas and in the wake of the
first winter northeaster of the season, I am puttering around out of doors when our neighbor Al
Minio from across the shell lane walks up to the house. “Where’s Becky?” he asks with his south
Philadelphia accent. “Out and about,” I reply. “She alright?” Al presses. “She was when last I saw
her”—I am mystified as to where this line of questioning is going. “When did you last see her?” “A
couple of hours ago,” I answer with rising curiosity. “Well, there’s a drowned woman on the
beach,” Al reports. “What?” “Really,” he says. Off we go to witness the scene. I’m puzzling over
Al’s connection between the body on the beach and Becky’s whereabouts, concluding that he
harbors some vague suspicion that I might not be as harmless as I think I look.Al and I reach the
shore, where we stand off to the side, taking in a sad tableaux of law officers erecting a
temporary screen of sheets in an effort to provide some final measure of privacy and respect for
a corpse roughly abused by wind, surf, sun, and birds. It is the clearest evening, the kind of
chilled sharpness in the breeze that follows on the heels of a December storm front when the air
has been cleansed. The sun is setting into the waters of the bay. Al and I wonder aloud about
what has come to pass. In this moment of extreme human sadness and brilliant natural beauty,
one of the officers breaks away from the group along the shoreline, striding up to question us



about what we may or may not have witnessed. She’s wearing the uniform of the Virginia Marine
Resources Commission police, carrying a holstered sidearm, rubbing circulation into her hands
as she steps up from the beach. She looks us over. “You don’t know who I am,” she says to me. I
read her nameplate and I’m taken aback, “Of course, I do! I do believe you are the baby
Jennifer.” And she is. I am inappropriately thinking of black duck and dumplings. I am thinking of
food and stories.I’m reflecting on the larger intricacies of black duck and dumplings. The black
ducks at the center of Buck’s recollection are a storied game bird. Dwight W. Huntington, writing
in Our Feathered Game in 1903, shared several observations regarding the black duck. First, he
notes its range from the Mississippi to the Atlantic and from the Canadian Arctic to the Gulf
Coast. Second, “The dusky duck or black-duck,” he remarked, is “often called black-mallard in
the West, the Canard noir [in] Louisiana.” Noting its shared qualities with the mallard, he adds,
“These birds are so much alike that the difference may be regarded as local or climatic, and for
the sportsman they are one and the same.” More to the point, as far as fitness for the table was
concerned, Huntington found the black duck inferior to other wildfowl. Polk Kellam, who grew up
duck hunting with his father on the Eastern Shore of Virginia, qualifies Huntington’s opinion on
the question of taste and flavor: “Black ducks have been, over the years, one of the most
plentiful ducks on the Seaside. They could be really good—or maybe not so good depending on
what they have been eating. If they eat bull minnows, periwinkles, animal matter, they’re strong.
They can be really bad. If they’re eating grain, there’s nothing any better. They’re good birds, a
very good bird.”Polk turned to the subject of black duck and dumplings: “I’ve had duck and
dumplings. That’s an old traditional Eastern Shore way of having them, where, instead of using
the oven, you put the duck in a pot on top of the stove and boil it. Some people pour off the first
water after it comes to a boil. If there’s any mess there, you want to clean it up a little bit more.
You basically cook it until you get that level of tenderness you like. It would be sort of like slow-
cook, because boiling is 212 degrees. You might boil it two or three hours. Take the duck out and
put your dumplings in the pot. I used to have them, but somebody else cooked them. That’s a
good way to have black duck, too. Black duck and dumplings.”Polk turns to how the dish
connected with other memories of people and places. “When I was a boy and hunted with
Daddy, he had a houseboat that he kept at Revel Island. He and Sheriff Hoke from Accomack—
Sheriff Hoke died and that old houseboat went and Daddy built another houseboat with Elmore
Ballard from Willis Wharf.” Elmore Ballard was Claudia Ballard’s father. Terroir, I realize, is about
connections.Polk recollects, “I’d go down when I was in school on vacations with them at
Christmastime and stay with them aboard the houseboat—and they’d often have black duck and
dumplings. Wade Long, who worked with Daddy for years, he was the black duck and dumplings
man. They were good. They developed a very convenient rule, which was that the youngest
person in the party cleaned up the dishes. I got to do that every time. I didn’t mind. Used to love
it. We had fun.” Polk laughs softly with pleasure and adds, “I remember some years ago. It was
actually at our company and somebody asked this gentleman who worked for us what his
favorite meal was. He said, ‘Black duck, Hayman potato, and turnip greens.’ And you talk about



an Eastern Shore menu, I mean that’s three things that may not be unique to the Shore, but
black duck and Hayman potatoes are almost unique.”Slick or puff, dumplings rendered meals
more filling and provided a medium that absorbed the flavors of the main ingredients. Eastern
Shore cooks added dumplings to a variety of dishes, including cooked blackberries, garden
peas, stewed tomatoes, and drum fish. Arlen Church, looking back on a lifetime of home
cooking, summarized the range of dumpling dishes for her daughter-in-law Teresa Church, who
noted with affection, “Dumplings were a big deal for Mom Church’s family. She also told me
about bean dumplings, strawberry dumplings, and blackberry dumplings. Bean dumplings are
made with white navy beans cooked until almost done and seasoned with condiments to suit the
taste. Then dumplings are added. Cook until beans and dumplings are done. Blackberry and
strawberry dumplings call for ripe strawberries or ripe blackberries sweetened and cooked until
almost done. Here again the desired sweetness can be achieved by adding more sugar, if
needed. Add dumplings and finish cooking.” Dumplings in the Church family’s recipes extended
the substance and flavor a dish—and in that purpose they resonate throughout the
community.Pete Terry, Willis Wharf native and an owner of Sewansecott oysters and clams,
spoke of fruit and dumplings served with duck: “Mother would fix blackberry dumplings. … I
guess it’s like—it’s not a slick dumpling. It’s like one of those puff dumplings, you know. I don’t
know how you make them, but Mom used to. A lot of time we had them with duck. … You know,
you make gravy and dumplings with duck. Sort of offset the taste of the duck a little bit. It’s been
years and years since I even thought of that. Most of the time black duck is all we had, because
that’s a Seaside duck. We didn’t have a lot of mallards.”H. M. Arnold recalls blackberry
dumplings served as a dessert. His mother made these dumplings by mixing blackberries in the
dough and then dropping the dumplings into a hot blackberry sauce: “I remember them. They
looked like they were round dumplings. They were almost like a biscuit. And she’d just set them
in there. They were on top. … They were more boiled, I guess. Drop them in like a dropped
dumpling almost. They were good. That was the dessert. Of course, you had the blackberries in
there, too. Well, you know, almost like a pie but with no crust. You’d dip the dumpling out with the
juice—with the blackberry juice—and ate it like that. Well, back then we used canned milk to
pour over the top of them. That was our—I guess you’d want to say—Cool Whip.” He stops, then
adds, “She might have cooked the dumplings first. Baked them or something, and then dropped
them in the juice. They just floated around and absorbed the juice. They were good!”The fruit
dumplings remembered by Pete Terry and H. M. Arnold resonate with a recipe from Bessie
Gunter’s 1889 Housekeeper’s Companion:SUET DUMPLINGS (WITH FRUIT).One pound of
grated bread, one pound of suet, one pound of sugar, four eggs, half pound of currants, half
pound of raisins, lemon. With your hands well floured make into balls the size of an egg. Roll in
flour, drop in boiling water. Boil twenty minutes. When done they will rise to the top of the water.
Wine sauce.—Mrs. V. C. P.Gunter’s fruit dumplings in wine sauce were far more polite and
refined than the remembered dessert dumplings of everyday Eastern Shore fare. Sweet
dumplings map only a small corner of the dumpling universe.Savory dumplings, often in



combination with seasonal vegetables, were commonplace. One variation favored by many
cooks was the doughboy—a small dumpling dipped out with a teaspoon and dropped into
boiling liquid with tomatoes or peas. Speaking in the shade of a tent at a local art fair, Connie
Zahn, Danny Doughty, and Sam Taylor evoked the pleasures of “peas and doughboys.” Sam
Taylor began “Peas and doughboys? Dumplings! You call them doughboys. You work and shell
the peas and get them all ready. Then you put them in some nice water and get it boiling. Put a
little salt in there and a piece of fat meat. And boil them maybe ten or fifteen minutes, and then
you make dumplings, which are flour and lard, little bit of water. Roll them out nice and thin. And
when it’s boiling water, you dump them in.” What Sam describes are minature slippery
dumplings. Then Connie inserts the puff dumpling alternative, “Or dip them in with a spoon.
Make them little balls. We like them little doughboys.” Sam adds, “You do little fat boys. If you like
them light, you put a little baking powder in them.” Danny, an experienced chef who ran a café in
Willis Wharf, breaks his silence, “If you want some thickening with them, leave all the loose flour
on the dumpling when it drops in there because it thickens it naturally. It absorbs the taste of the
pea so that the peas and the dumplings become cohesive together. They create this taste
between the two of them. The combination that just is really, really great. A lot of people would
never think of it. Usually you put a piece of meat in with dumplings, but peas and doughboys are
unbelievable.” Then, hedging his bets, “or flat dumplings, or round ones. Whatever you
prefer.”On another day in a different conversation, Kerry Paul, working the Wachapreague
Volunteer Fireman’s Carnival, paused in his labors. His sister, he noted, “she made peas and
doughboys. I was the one that—I was the only one they would let pick the doughboys out
because I wouldn’t eat the peas, but since I was the baby, they’d let me do it.” He smiles happily
at the recollection. For Marilyn Sharp and her sister Hurley Mae, sitting in her pickup truck
parked next to her produce stand by the highway, the magic pairing is peas and dumplings with
Spam. Cars whiz by as Hurley begins, “You got to cook the dumplings before you put the peas in
there, now I know that because I cook them myself.” Marilyn jumps in, “I’m going to tell you what.
Now you can go in the store, and if you don’t want to make your own dumplings, you can get
Miss Annie’s dumplings that come in a red box in the freezer.” Hurley clarifies, “Called ‘old-
fashioned,’ ‘old-fashioned dumplings.’” Marilyn concludes, “Miss Annie’s Dumplings, and take
them and drop in there. You know what I do with my peas? I put onions in my peas. I get me
some Spam, the light Spam in the can, and I chop that, I dice it up, and I put that in my peas. Let
me tell you, it’s good!”Connie Zahn’s peas and doughboys, Onancock, Virginia.Dumpling dishes
abound. Arlen Church’s tomato and dumplings, for example, follow her grandmother’s
preparation: “Well, my favorite way to cook tomatoes would be to wash those tomatoes good,
peel them, and slice them, and put them on into a little pan. Put some sugar into them, and cook
them. And after they got done, if you want tomato and dumplings they used to call it, you then
make the bread. Roll it real thin and then cut it in little pieces, about an inch square, and put it in
there and let it cook. Then you’d cook it fast and that was her dumplings. That was tomato and
dumplings. She put a little bit of sugar into them, and I don’t know what else she put into them. I



never did see her do that, if she had something else she put in there. I think she put a little bit of
pepper in there.” Tomato and dumplings was distinct from stewed tomatoes. Arlen Church
describes the difference, “Stewed tomatoes don’t do nothing but boil until it gets real
tender.”Fairy Mapp White wrote and compiled her 1958 Foolproof Cook Book from a lifetime of
experience and with a strong sense of local history. In her introduction, she links her effort to
three Eastern Shore food histories. White places her collection squarely in the context of family,
thanking her sisters and locating her book in a generational chain between her mother, who
helped her “learn to cook in the kitchen at Woodland,” and her daughter: “This was done for my
own use, but meant eventually for my daughter … in answer to her frequent question, ‘Mother,
how did you make this?’” To answer those queries, White dipped into the diversity and
distinctiveness of Eastern Shore cooking, offering dishes that reflected ordinary fare.MEAL
DUMPLINGS1 c. Old Time corn meal c. flour1 tsp. salt1 egg1½ c. boiling water1 tsp. grated
onionProcess:1. Add meal and salt to boiling water, stirring all the time, remove from fire and stir
until smooth. Add egg well beaten and onion.2. Drop by spoonfuls on floured waxed paper, roll
around on flour on paper to make balls. Drop balls into boiling turnip green water, cover tightly,
and boil 10 min. Serve with jowl and greens.There were other kinds of dumplings as well. H. M.
recalls, “My grandmother Parks used to make a dumpling, a dry dumpling. She always had the
slick dumplings. They rolled them out, but she would bake—I never cared for them too much—
but they were the same thing. She baked them, so they were hard. Just a hard dumpling, so you
ate them like that. She’d have them on the table with everything else. You could put gravy on
them with stuff, but they were hard. She’d roll out the slick ones, cut them, put them in with the
gravy. They’d be slick and soft. She’d slice them the same way and put them on a sheet with flour
and put them in the oven. They’d just taste like dough, that’s why I was never crazy about them.
But, my granddad and them, they’d always just grab them and ate them. She always had some
baked dumplings that were hard. I remember that well. If I was going to eat one of them, I had to
dip it in the gravy. It was just dry! They just ate them like they were. They didn’t put butter on them
or anything like that. They just kind of ate them with the meal. It was just an old-fashion way, I
guess. I never asked my wife to make them—not unless they’ve got gravy on them!”Dried
dumplings, I suspect, are descendants of hardtack, a form of bread baked to the consistency of
a concretized cracker with the advantage of a long storage life and the ability to stretch soups
and stews.HARD TACK RECIPE []2 cups of flour½ to ¾ cup water6 pinches of salt1 tablespoon
of shortening (optional)Mix all the ingredients into a batter and press onto a cookie sheet to a
thickness of ½ inch.Bake in a preheated oven at 400°F (205°C) for one hour.Remove from oven,
cut dough into 3-inch squares, and punch four rows of holes, four holes per row into the dough
(a fork works nicely).Flip the crackers and return to the oven for another half hour.The dried
dumplings recollected by H. M. Arnold and hardtack or ship’s bread may well relate to beaten
biscuits, a dense bread linked in local memory to the Eastern Shore of Maryland, but also
produced in Virginia kitchens like that of the long-vanished Plantation Inn in Cape Charles.Newly
wed, Amine Kellam, born and raised on the Eastern Shore of Virginia, spoke of the challenge of



making beaten biscuits for her husband, Polk, in the late 1930s. “I didn’t like beaten biscuits,” she
begins. “Beaten biscuits are a Maryland dish,” she says dismissively, “and Polk’s family were all
from Pocomoke, Maryland, and Polk was crazy about beaten biscuits.” Despite her best efforts
and deep misgivings, Amine acceded to her husband’s desires: “One day he said that he had a
cousin named Mabelle Bull. She was the only one in the family that knew how to make beaten
biscuits, and he had sent for her to come down and teach me, and I didn’t even want to learn.
But I had to get excited about it.” The reluctance in her voice is palpable even after years of
marriage and Polk’s passing, “So Mabelle came. I didn’t realize until later that she had to be
bribed to come, because she liked to keep her recipes all by herself. Polk promised her a
hindquarter of beef if she would teach me how to make beaten biscuits. We were raising beef
cattle at the time, so she couldn’t resist that.”Amine revisits the day. “She came and walked
around the kitchen, and she said, ‘You sit here.’ And so, I had a lesson. She said, ‘Now, you’ve
got to beat them.’ I said, ‘What do you mean, beat them?’”From her supervisory seat in the
kitchen, Mabelle instructed, “Get a hammer or a sledgehammer or a rolling pin.” Amine’s neatly
typed and well-worn recipe card specifies “a dull hammer or similar instrument” with the
annotation, “I do 600 strokes.” Mabelle directed, “‘You’ve got to beat them until they blister.’”
Sufficiently battered and hand rolled into little balls, the biscuits were baked “in [an] oven with
fluctuating heat—first hot, then cooler, and so on. Like an old woodstove would cook.” “Then,”
Amine concludes, “she turned me loose. That was how I learned to make them. The beating is
very tedious and very hard!” Amine, haunted by memories of beaten biscuits, repeats, “It is a
Maryland thing.”Not so for black duck and dumplings—that is an Eastern Shore of Virginia
thing.A CHEF’S RECIPE FOR HOMEPAN-SEARED (OR SMOKED) DUCK WITH SWEET
POTATO DUMPLINGS AND PRESERVED FIGSKevin Callaghan, Acme Food and Beverage,
Carrboro, North CarolinaKevin Callaghan takes the idea of Eastern Shore of Virginia black duck
and dumplings as a starting point and reinvents the dish, turning it into something quite unique.
What lingers, though, is the constellation of duck, dumplings, sweet potatoes, and figs.Makes 4
servingsFor brining the duck1 gallon cold water½ cup kosher salt¼ cup brown sugar2 bay
leaves12 black peppercorns1 teaspoon dried thyme1 teaspoon red chili flakes4 duck breastsFor
the dumplings1 cup White Lily self-rising flour1 tablespoon brown sugar½ teaspoon kosher
salt½ teaspoon freshly grated nutmeg2 teaspoons minced fresh thyme½ teaspoon ground black
pepper1 cup cooked sweet potato purée2 large eggs2 tablespoons half-and-half, plus more as
needed1 tablespoon bacon fatFor the preserved figs2 bottles inexpensive Madeira, divided2
pounds brown sugar½ cup sherry vinegar4 bay leaves2 tablespoons whole black peppercorns3
tablespoons whole allspice½ cup minced fresh ginger4 sweet onions, thinly sliced1 quart ripe
brown turkey figs, quarteredSalt and freshly ground black pepper to tasteFor cooking the duck2
tablespoons butter or extra-virgin olive oilFor garnishFreshly ground black pepperThyme
leavesTo brine the duckMix together the brine ingredients in a large nonreactive bowl until the
salt and sugar have dissolved. Place the duck breasts into the brine and allow to cure for 4
hours. Remove the duck from the brine and wipe off any brine residue and pat dry with paper



towels. With a sharp knife, score the skin side in three places.To make the dumplingsCombine
the dry ingredients in a clean, wide bowl. In a separate bowl mix together the wet ingredients
until well combined. Add the wet ingredients to the dry ingredients, mixing well. If the dumpling
mixture seems a bit dry, add more half-and-half, 1 teaspoon at a time. Form the dough into
gnocchi-size (1 × 2-inch) dumplings. Set aside.To make the preserved figsIn a stainless-steel
Dutch oven, combine the Madeira (reserving ¼ cup), brown sugar, vinegar, bay leaves,
peppercorns, allspice, and ginger and bring to a simmer over medium heat until the volume is
reduced by half. Strain the mixture through a sieve and put the cleaned liquid back into the Dutch
oven. Bring to a simmer and add the onions. Cook over low heat until the liquid begins to thicken
and the onions are translucent. Carefully add the figs and continue to simmer for 30–45 minutes,
gently stirring occasionally, being careful not to beat up the figs. When the liquid has the
consistency of syrup, remove it from the heat and season with salt and a liberal amount of
pepper; set aside.To cook the duckHeat a skillet until quite hot. Place the butter or oil in the pan.
When a small drop of water added to the pan sizzles, reduce the heat to medium. Add the
dumplings to form a single layer, making sure not to crowd them. Shake the pan gently after
about 30 seconds to make sure the dumplings aren’t sticking. If any do stick, gently use tongs to
dislodge them. Continue to cook until the dumplings are well browned. (At this point, they can be
placed on a plate covered with a paper towel or put in an oven-proof pan and kept warm in the
oven on a low temperature.)Salt the skin of the duck breasts and place them in the skillet, skin
side down, over low heat. It is very important that the skillet is not too hot. The goal is to render
the fat from the duck skin without deeply cooking the meat. When the skin is brown and
rendered, turn the breasts over and sear them quickly, no longer than 1 minute. Remove the
breasts from the heat and let rest.Bring the temperature of the skillet to medium. Pour the
reserved Madeira into the pan to deglaze, using a wooden spatula to scrape up all the tasty bits.
Add 1½ cups of the preserved figs and stir them into the fat with the wooden spatula. Reduce
the heat and continue to cook for 1–2 minutes or until the liquid in pan becomes very thick. Keep
warm for serving.To serveUsing a very sharp knife, cut each duck breast into 5 slices. Place
several warm dumplings into the middle of 4 plates. Fan the duck slices on one side of the
dumplings, then spoon the hot fig mixture on top of the duck and dumplings. Top with pepper
and a few fresh thyme leaves. Serve immediately.FigsSweetness in a Southern
LandscapeAmong the saddest, most dispiriting photographs I have viewed is the snapshot of
the ruins of Eunice Crumb Glaxner’s garage following a fire ignited by an unattended batch of fig
preserves. Vivid yellow caution tape cuts across the image as if drawn by a censor’s hand.
Collapsed roof timbers crush the car. Everywhere there is the debris of charred wood, melted
plastic, scorched metal, shattered glass—and somewhere in the bitter ashes of disaster lies a
lost batch of homemade fig preserves that had been intended for the annual bazaar hosted by
the Trinity United Methodist Church in the former railroad and ferry town of Cape Charles on the
Chesapeake Bay. Eunice Glaxner’s nephew Ron suspects that the fire broke out when his aunt
went into the main house and turned the burner under the figs up instead of down. The result



was catastrophic. The number of jars of preserves consumed by the flames is unknown, but Ron
estimates that the blaze immolated as much as twenty-two quarts of figs collected in big metal
pans—that amounts to dozens of finished half-pint jars. Whatever may have been insured, it’s a
certain bet that those figs were not indemnified. Penned in a shaky hand on the back of the
photo, Eunice Glaxner recorded, “In the awful fire we had [been] cookin figs for church.” I feel the
horror of her loss.Ron Crumb and his sister Kay Crumb Downing recall their aunt Eunice’s fig
preserves with palpable affection. “My mom did it a little bit,” Ron recollects, “but my aunt Eunice,
she was the preserver of the family. That kitchen they had out in the garage is where they did all
of this canning. And she did this right up until her early nineties.” Through the height of the late
summer fig season, Ron collected figs from the family trees: “You had all these figs. … My aunt
Eunice, for about ten or fifteen years, during the middle of August when the figs were ripe, I
would pick one to two large basins every other day.” He continues, “Every two days I would take
the figs to my aunt Eunice, and she would make two to three dozen pints that would be sold at
several church bazaars, or she would give them away to family and friends at Christmastime.”
According to the running tally she kept in her recipe notes, Aunt Eunice’s production of fig
preserves was prodigious, numbering tens of dozens of jars each year. “The ones that my aunt
used to do,” Ron notes, “were a little more syrupy. The syrup content was kind of like maple
syrup. It wasn’t real thick.” He adds, “They would do little half-pint jars, but mainly they were pints.
And at the end, if you always had one or two pints that were just the syrup.”Ron and Kay share
their aunt Eunice’s detailed handwritten recipe for fig preserves:FIG PRESERVES7 lbs. Figs—
little brown ones. Cut ends off. Scald hot water. Wash under hot water to clean them from dust,
bugs, & the Birds.Put 5 lb. Sugar3 pts waterIn large Kettle make syrup. Drain water off scalded
figs. Put by hand full in syrup. Start to boil on high heat. Let cook 1 hour on high. Skin off the
foam. Test 1 fig. some syrup will tell you all most done. I do cook mine 1 hr. 45 min. I have jars
rings all ready to put Figs in Jars. Makes 7 pt. I do put wax to help seal them for a long time
keeping and I have kept some 4 & 5 years still good.Just to make sure the directions are clear,
she emphasizes, “7 lbs. Figs, 5 lbs. sugar, 3 pints water.”Ron confesses, “I had some of the last
ones she did. They last three to four years really good, and after that they start to get a little dark.
I had a whole case of them I forgot I had. And I was doing something and found them and felt
terrible.” I wince at the memory of a time I waited too long to open a bottle of wine and lamented
the vinegar it had become.Figs encircle the Crumb family home on what local folks recognize as
“Crumbs Hill” in the fishing village of Oyster. “Crumbs Hill,” Ron remembered, “is where both my
grandparents lived at one time. Kay and I grew up in a house our father purchased for $1,500.00
in 1945 the year I was born. The house was on Broadwater Street in Oyster. The locals called it
‘The Block,’ being it was the only block of houses in Oyster. The house is still there overlooking
the Seaside landscape. It was a great little town to grow up in, full of large families and friends,
all two-hundred-plus of us.”Ron’s and Kay’s recollections of figs from their Seaside childhood at
the edge of the vast Atlantic marshes sweeping toward Cobb Island extend well beyond their
aunt’s beloved preserves. Kay begins, “We had a huge fig tree in the backyard. My cat and I



used to lay up in that tree. I mean the branches were huge. Sir Puss and I used to sit up there all
the time in that tree, until the wasps took over and then you had to vacate the premises.” Ron
steps in, “Now if you missed a couple days and the wasps, the bees got in there, then it was a
war. But if you kept them picked so they weren’t growing too ripe, you could work on the trees.”
Angry, jealous wasps are a terror, but few surprises are more startling than reaching into the
shadows cast by a fig tree’s massively spatulate and deeply lobed leaves and riling up a cluster
of feasting June bugs rattling their wings, swarming with false ferocity.Hooksie Walker, Bayford
oyster house, Bayford, Virginia.The associations with figs and summer childhood are broadly
shared. Oneida Wade Smith, in her nineties, remembered the ancient fig tree in a family
cemetery near her home in the oystering village of Willis Wharf: “I’ll tell you one thing. This is
true, sounds like a fairytale, but this is true. It’s a graveyard with the fig trees. Fanny would come
across the field to play with me and I’d go back across to play with her. My grandmother, she’d
get tired of us being around her, if we wore her to death, she’d say, ‘You two go on out into the
graveyard there and ask Miss White what she died for.’ I said, ‘Oh gosh.’ She said, ‘They’ll say
nothing at all.’ I said, ‘Mom, they won’t be able to say anything.’ She said, ‘I told you they’d say
nothing at all.’”Following her mother’s instructions, Oneida and Fanny went to the cemetery and
addressed the grave under the fig tree. “Fanny and I’d go out into the graveyard.” Oneida recalls
their adventure, “I’d say, ‘Miss White, what did you die for?’ Fanny said, ‘She’s not talking.’ I said,
‘She’s not going to talk either.’ Well, we said it again, and still she didn’t say anything because
she was dead. We went back to the house, and I said, ‘Mom, we asked Miss White what she
died for, and she said nothing at all.’ She said, ‘I told you she’d say nothing at all.’ I said, ‘I don’t
understand you.’ She said, ‘You asked her what she died for, and she said nothing at all.’ Oh, I
said, ‘Shoot.’ She outwitted me.” That graveyard and its sentinel fig endure.Ron provides details
on Crumb family figs. “We called them plum figs. My dad liked figs. I can’t remember who gave
him a cutting, and he planted four in the backyard. And only one of them made it. If all four of
them had made it, we would have had to move out of the town because this one was huge. It just
got big.”Enormous fig trees reaching the eves of a two-story house flourished in home gardens
the length of the Eastern Shore from the early colonial period onward. Sometime during his
sojourn in Virginia from 1712 to 1719, the English naturalist Mark Catesby visited the Eastern
Shore. “Accomack is a narrow slip of Land in Virginia,” wrote Catesby in his Natural History,
“having the Sea on one side, and the Bay of Chesapeck on the other, here I saw Fig-trees, with
Trunks of a large Size, and of many Years standing, without any Injury received by hard Weather.
On the opposite Shore were only Fig-trees of a very Small size, occasioned by their being often
killed to the Ground.” A century later, a correspondent for the Norfolk Herald, describing the
recreational delights of Cobb Island, reported, “There are also a large number of fig trees,
bearing the largest and most delicious figs ever seen in this country—some of which have
measured 11½ inches in circumference.” Then there is my friend Pooh Johnston’s Only Farm fig
tree, which towers just outside his second-story bedroom window, enabling him to reach out
sleepy-eyed for his breakfast while still in his pajamas. Pooh, who planted that tree nearly twenty-



five years earlier, has always been a forward-thinking individual.Confusion embarrasses the fig.
In Genesis the fig feeds Adam and Eve in their innocence and clothes them with its leaves in the
awakening of their self-knowledge—the first recorded instance of “too little, too late.”
Commentaries aligning the new United States with an Edenic state defined by plenty and
tranquillity cited 1 Kings 4:25: “And Judah and Israel dwelt safely, every man under his vine and
under his fig tree, from Dan even to Beersheba, all the days of Solomon.” Nineteenth-century
African Americans regularly drew on the same passage as the rhetorical measure of freedom
and equality, often in contexts of new church building from Louisiana to Liberia: “I can say for the
first time since our existence as a church that we assembled in our own church and held
quarterly conference; and partook of the Lord’s Supper on the Sabbath, under our own [vine
and] fig tree.” Christ in Mark curses the fig into barrenness, a signal action given the fecundity of
the fig in the time and region. Gustav Eisen, the nineteenth-century authority on figs, traces the
fruit’s origins to Arabia and the earliest perfection of its cultivation to the valleys of the Tigris and
Euphrates in present-day Iraq. The fig entered the Mediterranean world with the ancient Greeks
and over the millennia found its place as commodity, staple, and luxury around the world.Native
to Asia, the fig (Ficus carica) came to the Americas in 1520, imported by the Spaniards to
Hispaniola, five years before the plant made its way to England from Italy. Captain John Smith
noted its existence in Virginia by 1621, the cultivar having been transplanted from Bermuda.
Jane Pierce of Jamestown was the fig’s first Anglo-American devotee, harvesting one hundred
bushels in 1629, an amount that suggests the presence of a sizable orchard and preservation
endeavor. By the early eighteenth century the cultivar had run feral. John Lawson’s 1709
account describes an import gone native in the Carolinas:Of figs we have two sorts: One is the
low Bush-Fig, which bears a large Fruit. If Winter happens to have much Frost, the tops thereof
die, and in the Spring sprout again, and bear two or three good Crops.The Tree-Fig is a lesser
Fig, though very sweet. The Tree grows to a large Body and Shade, and generally brings a good
Burden; especially, if in light [sandy] Land. This Tree thrives no where better, than on the Sand-
Banks by the Sea.Almost two centuries later, an unknown photographer captured the portrait of
a Hog Island, Virginia, family with a fig tree of staggering proportions overshadowing an
outbuilding in the background. Visitors to the Virginia barrier islands frequently remarked on the
local figs as a delicacy. “Some 300 people inhabit this island and throughout the year, and
excepting those employed in the lighthouse and life-saving service, gain a livelihood from
harvesting sea food,” a guest wrote in 1911, continuing, “The unique features of the place are
luxuriant fig trees, which bear abundantly season after season, the great number of ever present
musical mockingbirds and also the primitive customs of some of the natives.” Newly reelected
president in 1892, Grover Cleveland enjoyed island figs as the conclusion to a hunters’ banquet:
“The big kitchen attached to the club was turned over to the best island cooks. There were
oysters from the shores of the island, terrapin, turkey, roast beef and wild fowl of every variety,
prepared in every culinary style. At dessert some preserved figs, raised on the island and the
club’s special pride, were served.”The Cyclopedia of American Horticulture describes the fig as



“a warm-temperate fruit” that, with protection from cold weather, can be grown in most parts of
the United States. The fruit, the Cyclopedia continues, “is a hollow pear-shaped receptacle with
minute seeds (botanically fruits) on the inside.” In essence, what is taken as the fruit of the fig is
its flower, a blossom that grows inside out and is pollinated by a specialized wasp that enters
through the tiny opening at the base of the “fruit.” Like the fig, the wasp is an exotic import, and
the fertilization of figs for seed in the United States is historically quite limited. Thus, the
propagation of the fig from its earliest introduction into the Americas has relied on various
strategies for rooting branches either clipped from the tree or bent to the ground and covered. In
many areas of the South, the fig went native to the extent that commentators on the countryside
saw it as a natural and incidental element in the domestic landscape. Left in the wild, the fig
sends out runners that can be cut for new plants. Significantly, figs with documented nineteenth-
century and earlier histories are essentially clones of even older root stock—arguably making it
possible to locate and continue an early American cultivar with some measure of genetic
integrity.The resilience of the fig in warmer environments, its ease of propagation, and its
productivity inspired one southern author to group it in an 1857 gazetteer of “Fruits That Never
Fail!”: “This delicious and healthy fruit—of which we have many varieties—grows almost
spontaneously everywhere,” adding the caveat that “fig trees are not entirely hardy here—they
need a slight protection of pine tops or similar shelter, while young, succulent and tender—
severe winters often nip them quite sharply, but their recuperative power is astonishing.”
Gardeners of all persuasions cultivated a variety of figs. Favored strains in the southeastern
United States included Black Genoa, Black Ischia, Brown Turkey, Brunswick, Green Ischia,
Celestial, Lemon, Havana, Large Blue, Alicante, and White Marseilles. Many of the varieties
listed for sale by nineteenth-century nurseries survive in southern gardens. The Celestial,
Lemon, Brown Turkey, and other figs have been documented on the Eastern Shore of Virginia
and Maryland, where they sport local names—sugar figs, Crisfield white, Hog Island, and
Westerhouse green. Each variety, black and green, possesses a distinctive appearance,
ripening schedule, and flavor profile. Intensely sweet and favored for preserves, sugar figs (a
variety of Celestial) appear in early August. Westerhouse green figs mature in late September
and offer a complex flavor at once sweet and floral. Hog Island figs, with their rich and slightly
musty flavor, are well suited for preserves and are harvested in late August and early September.
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Valerie, “Love this book!. My father grew up on the Eastern Shore of Virginia and reading this
book was an incredible connection to my memories of him and my grandparents. Good food was
always featured for any special occasion or holiday. My families love of some of these Eastern
Shore traditions brought back some wonderful memories. Our connection to the land is an
important part of our heritage and Bernard Herman writes about the people and places in a way
that is both authentic and culturally important as well as deeply personal.”

Douglas Bruffy, “A "must read" for Southerners.. The author has captured a slice of "Eastern
Shore life" that still lives on today. Beautiful!”

RGK, “Excellent depiction of Virginia's Eastern Shore. Refresing discussion of the Eastern Shore
including stories of culinary events and recipes.”

Kristine Fisher, “A South You Never Ate. A South You Never Ate by Bernard L. Herman is a free
NetGalley ebook that I read in early September.Drawing from recipes of the many cultures of
Virginia while using seafood, poultry and fowl, regional fruits and veg, sheep, peanuts, and
turtle, this book is super rich in history and the migration & availability of ingredients, variations
on known recipes (usually aimed toward a dinner guest from Maryland), sharing meals among
family, friends, and coworkers. I was most impressed by the marrying flavors between ham and
figs; mushrooms, oysters, and nutmeg; oyster pie with rye crust; and crab with masa harina to
make tamales; and using fish called spot the same way we in Minnesota use sunnies.”

Nurse_bookie, “amazing book. I truly enjoyed this book and have learned so much from the
Southern Food from the Eastern shores of Virginia. Herman delved into each area so thoroughly
through the eyes of the people living in those areas - talking about traditions, the farmers,
fishermen, and those that honor the traditional preparation of these foods. From dumplings, to
figs, oysters and clams, nothing was missed! The recipes are classic and traditional - I am
certainly going to try them as they have been offered for the home cook. I would also have loved
more pictures from what the recipes would turn out to be, but its okay. I like that the pictures were
gritty, nothing fancy but showed the faces of the everyday folk that live and care for the land.
Herman did a phenomenal job writing about this area that foodies would truly enjoy to learn
about. I would be interested in visiting that part of the states and this book would be a great gift
for anyone who enjoys cooking especially southern dishes.”

The book by Bernard L. Herman has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 29 people have provided feedback.
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